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Question One:- 
;GM N;* H;M ����O;ا� �<�-�
ذج ا�-�>;� ا!�% ر�� ا;�� H;M �;<�-=إ�;< ر�;� ا %�P;5 H;ة ا��%Iا�;�ا Q��;R NDP;< N�;S ";0 ،H5T;	 �;�� ور#;�(%ة 

HI
Jا� U
 ا�(�
ذج ا������ ��A�Yب HM B��14 ھWا ا�A@ال، 4��� >Tن �4د GM%اV5 ) ا����M)35.(  
� For items (1– 30), read each one carefully then choose from A,B, C or D to complete each 
of the following sentences. 
1) We tried to ………… how fast he was moving when the car crashed. 

A) calculate                 B) calculation                    C) calculated                           D) calculating  
 
2) The old radios which made of 1940s used to be huge. Early ……………… were as big as boxes! 

A) programs                 B) models                            C) decades                              D) blogs 
 
3) Many serious diseases can be prevented by………………,which helps the body to build antibodies. 

A) allergies                    B) ailment                           C) immunisation                   D)migraine 
 
4) A………………is a building that uses its sails and wind power to grind corn into flour. 

A) inculcation                B) fountain pen               C) algebra                                D) windmill 
 
5) Jordanian weather is perhaps at its most ………. in the spring. it has different temperature  degrees 
at the same semester.  

A) vary                            B) variation                     C) variable                                D) variably 
 
6) The company has suffered from several years of bad …............... which has caused many serious 
effects in its development. 

A) management             B) managerial                   C) manage                                 D) managerially 
 
7) You don’t have to stay after school for the chess club – it’s your choice.  
The underlined word can be replaced by…………… 
      A) compulsory             B) academic                       C) optional                               D) contradictory 
 
8) I need to organise my time better. I think I will …………….. a timetable. 
      A) make                        B) do                                  C)  take                                       D)  draw up 
 
9) The Ministry for Tourism and Antiquities is working hard to promote Jordan as a tourist destination 
for both the ………….. and overseas market.  

A) domesticate             B) domestic                      C) domesticity                 D) domestically  
 
10) When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to………. 

A) patient                      B) conflict                        C) compromise                D) prepared 
 

SEE PAGE TWO….. 
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ذج (1)��PAGE TWO 
 
 11) These English books………………… into Arabic by the committee next year. 

A) translate                      B) will translate                  C) will be translated          D) were translated  
 
12) The police stopped the man while he ………………his car quickly in a crowded street. 

A) drives                          B) was driving                      C) has driven                   D) is driving 
 
13) They ………………a new shopping mall downtown at present. 

A) are opening                 B) were opening                  C) opens                            D) opened 
 
14) When we were kids, we ……………. amazing games. We would imagine we were the government 
and we would make crazy laws that everyone had to obey. 

A) are used to invent        B) used to invent          C) aren't  use to invent   D) use to invent 
 
15) When we met, you …………….at that company for six months. 

A) have been working            B) has been working 
C) had been working              D) had been worked 

 
16) There are many species of birds ……….. migrate to many areas in Jordan every year. 

A) who                        B) which                    C) where                   D) when  
 
17) There aren’t …………… students in Jerash University as there are in Yarmouk University.  

A)  as many                B)  as much               C)  more                    D)  less 
 
18) This hotel is ……………… than the last hotel we stayed at. 

A) least expensive           B) as expensive as        C) more expensive        D) most expensive     
 
19) Do you mind telling me …………..by 'mnemonics'?  

A) what you do mean                    B) what did you mean              
C) what does you mean                 D) what you mean  

 
20) Enough amount of water ……………. to be good for the immune system. 

A) has proved       B) has been proved           C) are proved           D) have been  proved  
 
21) If only I………………properly in class today. This homework is really difficult. 

A) had concentrated                                               B) hadn't concentrated 
C) have concentrated                                             D) concentrate 

 
22) I have a stomachache. I wish I………………. so many sweets! 

A)  hadn't eaten         B)  had eaten               C)  have eaten       D)  haven't eaten 
 
23) On the one hand, life would be easier. ……………….., we would have less privacy. 

A) Although              B) Consequently          C) Therefore               D) On the other hand 
 

SEE PAGE THREE….. 
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ذج (1)��PAGE THREE 
 
24) It appears that Jordan has excellent health care centers as well as well-qualified doctors. 
The above sentence in a report represents one of the following: 
A) An introduction                B) a reporting information 
C) A conclusion                     D) A recommendation 
 
25) A ……………. plant will be used to provide the city’s water…….with 80% of water 
used being recycled. 
A) desalination/,        B) desalenation/?           C) desolination/ .            d) disalination/ ,       
 
26) "Huda doesn’t  buy the goods from a super market now." 
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) Ali told me that Huda doesn't buy the goods from a super market.  
B) Ali told me that Huda hadn't  bought the goods from a super market then.  
C) Ali told me that Huda hasn’t  bought the goods from a super market then.  
D) Ali told me that Huda didn't  buy the goods from a super market then. 
 
27) It isn’t normal for me to wear the glasses yet, so I’m still having difficulty. 
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) I am used to wearing the glasses yet.                     B) I used to wear the glasses yet.  
C)  I didn’t use to wear the glasses yet.                       D) I am not used to wearing the glasses yet. 
 
28) Mars is more distant than the Earth from the Sun. 
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) The Earth is fewer distant than Mars from the Sun. 
B) The Earth is many distant than Mars from the Sun. 
C) The Earth is much distant than Mars from the Sun. 
D) The Earth is less distant than Mars from the Sun. 
 
29) We all believe that careless drivers are extremely dangerous on the society.  
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) Careless drivers is believed to be extremely dangerous on the society. 
B)  Careless drivers are believe  to be extremely dangerous on the society. 
C) Careless drivers are believed to be extremely dangerous on the society. 
D) Careless drivers are believed to being extremely dangerous on the society. 
 
30) The sentence which expresses wishes about the present that are impossible to happen is: 
A) I wish we had lived in a bigger flat.                 B) I wish we lived in a bigger flat.  
C) I wish we live in a bigger flat.                           D) I wish we have lived in a bigger flat. 

 
 
 

 
 

SEE PAGE FOUR….. 
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Question Two: ( 30 points) 
 Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all 

the questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text. 

Scientists have already developed brain implants that improve vision or allow disabled 
people to use their thoughts in order to control prosthetic limbs like arms, legs or hands, or operate 
a wheelchair. In 2012 CE, research on monkeys showed that a brain implant improved their 
decision-making abilities. How will humans benefit from this research? Scientists hope to develop 
a similar device to help people who have been affected by brain damage, which could be caused 
by dementia, a stroke or other brain injuries. 

In 2010 CE, neuroscientists confirmed that it was possible to communicate with some 
patients in a coma, by using a special brain scanner. They suggested that, in the future, more 
meaningful dialogue with patients in a coma would be possible. Two years later, it has finally 
happened. The scanner, used on a man who has been in a coma for more than twelve years, proves 
that he has a conscious, thinking mind – a fact that had previously been disputed by many. 
Doctors plan to use similar brain-scanning techniques in the future to find out whether patients are 
in pain, or what they would like to be done in order to improve their quality of life. 

A new cancer drug is being trialled in Plymouth, UK, which doctors hope will extend the 
lives of cancer patients and reduce their symptoms overnight. It is taken as a single pill every 
morning, and so far patients have shown none of the usual side effects such as the sickness and 
hair loss that are experienced when undergoing other forms of cancer treatment. 

The new treatment works by blocking a protein which causes cancerous cells to grow. It will 
improve patients’ life expectancy and quality of life much more quickly than any other treatment.    

 

1. There are two sides effects which appear when patients when undergo the usual cancer 

treatment. write down these two side effects.                                                             ( 6 points) 

2. Brain damage can be caused by different factors. Write down two of these factors.        

                                                                                                                                        ( 6 points) 

3. Find the phrase in the text that means " a medical instrument that uses radiography to 

produce images of the insides of the human body."                                               ( 4 points)  

4. Quote the sentence which explains how the new cancer drug works.                        ( 6 points) 

5. What does the underlined pronoun "they"  refer to?                                                  ( 2 points) 

6. Using advanced technology and machines in hospitals will become available. Suggest three 

possible negative effects of using machines in hospitals.                                             (6 points) 

  
  

 
SEE PAGE FIVE….. 
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Question Three (30 points) 
A) Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 
questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text.    (24 points) 
   
 Business Studies is a popular choice for students who are choosing a degree course in the UK. 
After graduating, some go on to further study, but most of them take up employment, Many large 
companies offer graduate training schemes, which are a kind of apprenticeship. 
We went to meet twenty-two-year-old Ricky Miles, who is about to graduate in the subject. 
What exactly have you studied over those four years? 
Quite a lot! Maths, of course, Accounting, Finance and Economics. Oh yes, Marketing and Sales, 
too. I also did a course in Management, which is about recruiting and managing staff, and how to 
deal with conflict, and a course in Advertising. We all had to do IT, too, because computer skills 
are essential. 
What kind of company was that, and what did you do there? 
It was a company that provides financial products - savings and pensions. At first I just ‘shadowed 
different people, watching what they were doing. Then I did quite a lot of checking for them - you 
know, checking their calculations. When I went back in the summer, I was in the sales department. 
My job was to follow up web enquiries, and send out further information to possible clients. I  
enjoyed it, and I wouldn't have had that opportunity if I hadn't done the work experience first. 
 
1. Ricky studied many courses over four years. Write down four of these courses.      (4 point) 
2. Students in the United Kingdom choose one of two paths after graduating . Write these two paths 

down.                                                                                                                              (4 point) 
3. Quote the sentence which indicates the kind of company that Ricky Miles worked for last summer.    
                                                                                                                                                 (4 point) 
4.What does the underlined pronoun (I ) refer to?                                                         (2 point) 
 
5. When Ricky went back in the summer, he did two jobs in the sales department. Write down these 
two jobs.                                                                                                                  (4 point) 
6. Businessmen must have many skills during negotiation. think of this statement, and suggest three 
skills that the businessmen should have duration negotiation.                                        (6 points)   
 
B) Literature Spot (6 points)  
Read the following extract from A Green Cornfield carefully, then answer the questions that 
follow: 

‘Not at all, but I knew that some obstacle or other would sooner or later arise on my route. Nothing, 
therefore, is lost. I have two gained days to sacrifice. A steamer leaves Calcutta for Hong Kong at 
noon, on the 25th.                                                                                                                               
1- What form of transport is a steamer?                                                                  ( 2 points)  
2- Write down the two cities which are mentioned in the above lines?            ( 4 points) 

 
 

 
 

SEE PAGE SIX….. 
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Question Three  :- (20 points)   
 
In your Answer Booklet, write a composition of about 120 words on ONE of the following:  
 
1) Many companies have built several megaprojects in all over the world. Write an essay 
explaining  the importance of megaprojects and mentioning their advantages and disadvantages 
on people and environment.  
 
2)  It is usual for some people to change their jobs in their lifetime. Write a report discussing 
the reasons that make people change their jobs and the positive and negative effects of this 
change. 
 
 

  وDGM" الله -����
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�ولاإ-�>� ا�(�
ذج   
 
Question One 
1) A) calculate  
2) B) models  
3) C) immunisation 
4) D) windmill 
5) C) variable              
6) A) management              
7) C) optional 
8) D)  draw up 
9) B) domestic  
10) C) compromise 
11) C) will be translated  
12) B) was driving  
13) A) are opening 
14) B) used to invent  
15) C) had been working  
16) B) which  
17) A)  as many 
18) C) more expensive  
19) D) what you mean  
20) B) has been proved            
21)A) had concentrated 
22) A)  hadn't eaten 
23) D) On the other hand 
24) C) A conclusion                      
25) A) desalination/,        
26) D) Ali told me that Huda didn't  buy the goods from a super market then. 
27) D) I am not used to wearing the glasses yet. 
28) D) The Earth is less distant than Mars from the Sun. 
29) C) Careless drivers are believed to be extremely dangerous on the society. 
30) B) I wish we lived in a bigger flat.  
Question Number Two:- 
Answers:- 
1- the sickness and hair loss.         2- dementia, a stroke or other brain injuries.   3- scanner   
4- The new treatment works by blocking a protein which causes cancerous cells to grow. 
5. neuroscientists 
6-  negative effects of using machinesت �� ا���		ام ا�� ا��ر ����� 	�
- they may cause errors خ��ء ت����� ر���  
- they may be damages  ��� ر��� ت
- they don’t have an emotion ��ط�! "� 	 ت�
- they may annoy patients #$%ر��� ت'!& ا�� 
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 ��<��    positive effectsا�� اذا ط�B)� 9 ا�0ر ا	
Robots can move and lift a patient off the floor and into a wheelchair. 
Using scanners to locate cancerous cells. 
Robots will do surgery and treatment operations 

  . ور�5 ا��%,4 /* !�# ا3رض إ�# ��%0 /-%كت-%,",�+* ��%و�)ت�ت 
  .ا���ام ا����-�ت ا�9)��8 �-�,� ا��7,� ا��%ط���6

>)م ا�%و�)ت�ت ������ت :%ا;�� و!7:���  
Question Three 
A)  
1.   Maths, Accounting, Finance , Economics, Marketing and Sales, Management, Advertising, IT. 
2.   After graduating, some go on to further study, but most of them take up employment, 
3.   It was a company that provides financial products - savings and pensions. 
4.   Ricky Miles 
5.   to follow up web enquiries, and send out further information to possible clients.    
6.  the need to be culturally aware, the need for preparation, the need to listen carefully and negotiate.  
B-  Answers:- 

1- It’s a ship powered by steam 
2- Calcutta for Hong Kong 

 Question Four 
The importance of Megaprojects 

 Megaprojects refer to very large expensive projects that involve a significant amount of money, 
resources, and time. Such projects can have a significant impact on the economy, society, and the 
environment. While megaprojects can bring a lot of benefits, including creating jobs and increasing 
economic growth, they can also have several disadvantages on people and environment. 
 One of the main advantages of megaprojects is creating jobs and increasing economic growth. 
large projects require a significant amount of resources, which makes more job opportunities for people 
in the local area. Additionally, megaprojects can creates additional economic activity such as increasing 
the number of tourists and visitors to an area, generating further money for local businesses. 
 Despite the benefits, megaprojects have several disadvantages. One of theses disadvantage is that 
megaprojects can be extremely expensive, and the final cost is often much higher than the economy of 
the country.  Additionally, the time needed to complete a megaproject can sometimes be increased, 
which can lead to further costs and delays. Finally, megaprojects can have a dangerous impact on the 
environment such as air pollution, water pollution and damage the forests. 

 
� ھ<Fه . ت�D% ا���Dر,5 ا���7?� إ�# ا���Dر,5 ا�+��%ة :ً�ا وا��+��� ا�� ت��� ?�رًا ��0ً%ا /<* ا��<�ل وا��<)ارد وا�)?<=>H�� أن ,+<)ن *>+�,

�K5 وا����Lد وا���M �� ;�* أن ا���Dر,5 ا���7?� ,�+* أن ت��L ا�+�H<% /<* ا��)ا8<� ، ��<� �<� ذ�<" خ�<N. ا���Dر,5 ت���% ��0% !�# ا	?
�Kص وا�����R3ب !�# ا(��� وز,�دة ا��V) ا	?�Mدي ، ,�+* أن ,+)ن ��T أ,�9ً ا���,� /* ا���  .�%ص ا�

� وز,<�دة ا��V<) ا	?<�Mدي>��� إ;�ى ا��'ا,� ا��D��� ����8%ر,5 ا���7?� �� خ�N �%ص ا�H�ت��<� ا��<�Dر,5 ا�+��<%ة ?<�رًا ��0<ً%ا /<* . ت
� �RY��ص �� ا���V>� ا��-���ا��)ارد ، /�� ,)�% ا��',� /* �%ص ����Z$��� إ�# ذ�<" ، ,�+<* ���<�Dر,5 ا���7?<� أن ت��<�D>6 Nطً� . ا�

� ز,�دة !�د ا����ح وا�'وار إ�# /�V>� /� ، وت)��� ا��',� /* ا3/)ال ��D%�0ت ا��-���H/ �ً���$د,ً� إ�M  .ا?
أ;� ھFه ا���)ب ھ) أن ا���Dر,5 ا���7?� ,�+<* أن ت+<)ن ��ھ_<� ا�<�H* ، . !�# ا�%^[ /* ا��)ا8� ، �\ن ا���Dر,5 ا����T� �?7 !�)ب !�,�ة

��Z$<��� إ�<# ذ�<" ، ,�+<* �<� ��<4 ا3;�<�ن ز,<�دة ا�)?<= ا�<7زم �0Z<�ل . وا�+��� ا���8�TV ^���ً� /<� ت+<)ن أ!�<# �+�H<% /<* ا?<�Mد ا���<�
�خ�%ات� أخ�. ا��D%وع ا�? ��/ ، ]�9� a,دي إ�# /',� /* ا�+���` وا�>H/ �Kخ��% !�# ا��� %���ً%ا ، ,�+* أن ,+)ن ����Dر,5 ا���7?� ت

  .ت�)ث ا�T)اء وت�)ث ا����ه وإت7ف ا����cت
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   2023ا����ن ���دة ا��را�� ا������ ا����� ���م 

���� -:ا������  2:00 -:           ��ة ا!����ن207 -: ا�����ر&%     )2023- 2019$#� ( ا��"� ا!

  18/7/2023  �ءا��01 - :ا���م وا���ر�/)                 2 (-: .��- ا�()وع ا!+�د����             ر&% ا�*��ذج-:ا�()ع
  

� ��Dن إ.�>�B 5;8 ا�;A@ال ا!ول 5�;< �;�ذج ا=.�>;� )4( أ.9 ھ8 ا!�7�� ا���6 .����� و�5دھ� -:����ظ� ������< ،
)FG�Hا� I���ن )ور&� ا�����) ا!.�>�، 5��� أن �5د K(��ت ا!�L< د�5 ��ا!�7 F&�< 85 B�  ).6(، و��Dن ا.�>

Question One:- 
�;�ذج ا!.�>;� ا$�) ر�� ا!.�>� ا�; F;L �;<�.=ا � ور&;�(SL P;+ F;L ����T;)ة ��;� �;;Q %;0 ،F�R�;O PDM;< P��N ا�;�اG)ة ا��;�M;� F) إ�;< ر�;

FG�Hا� I���ا� ( Uا�(SL ن �5دR< ���5 ،ال@Aا ا�Vھ FL B��A�ب �15X! ���  ).��L)35 ا�*��ذج ا���
� For items (1– 30), read each one carefully then choose from A,B, C or D to complete each 
of the following sentences. 
1) Adeeb Albloshi ……...…Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb for 

his father. 
A) attended                               B) spent                       C) monitored                      D) caught 

 
2) Since retiring from the company, she has done ……………… work for a charity. 

A) volunteer                           B) voluntaries               C) voluntary                        D)  voluntarily 
 
3)  A…………. is a medical instrument that uses radiography to produce images of the body . 

A) stroke                               B) scanner                     C) dementia                       D) implant 
 
4) Thousands of children die every day around the world because of .............................. 

A) dehydrate                         B) dehydration                C) dehydrated                    D) dehydreates 
 
5) The rise in the number of people who are overweight or………. will suffer from heart attacks .  

A) expansion                          B) optimistic                   C) obese                          D) homeopathy      
 
6) The doctor said he was …………… about the outcome of the operation but he didn't  make any  
promises at this early stage. 

A) optimistic                 B) optimism                       C)  optimist                         D) optimistically 
 
7) You will meet new people and developing ………….. friendships around the world. 

A) lifelong                    B) immerse                           C) utterance                       D) proficiency 
 
8)  Good …………… is essential if patients are to make a quick recovery. 

A) nutrition                  B) nutrients                          C) nutritious                        D) nutritiously 
    
9) Before I visit a company, I send recommendations from ……………..clients. 

A) previous               B) compromise                   C) patient                         D) offence 
 
10) This kind of juice is completely free from ……………. preservatives.  

A) artifice                    B) artificial                            C) artificially                        D) artificer  
SEE PAGE TWO….. 
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11)  I …………… my documents before the computer crashed. 

A) will save               B) has saved                         C) had saved                         D) would save 
 
12) She …………… drinking a lot of coffee, so she doesn't have a problem with going to sleep 
afterwards. 

A) is used to             B) used to                              C) use to                               D) using 
 
13) If all goes well, by June 2028, I ………………… my university degree. 

A) finished          B) will have finished              C) had finished                     D) have finished 
 
14) Hind was delighted. She …………..….. about the Jerash Festival for months;. 

A) talks               B) is talking                        C) has been talking              D) had been talking 
 
15) The old hotel……………… we stayed last week was really big. 

A) when                 B) where                                    C) who                                D) whose 
 
16) The document …………………….. from English into original Arabic text. 

A) has translated                                              B) have translated           
C) has been translated                                     D) have been translated  

 
17)  At the moment, the network ……………… through the country’s mountains.  

A) is expanding           B) was expanding       C)  are expanding    D) will expand 
 
18) Students don’t like studying Music and Arts ………………….. they like doing English. 

A)  as many as           B) more                       C)  as much as              D)  the most 
 
19) Yaser has lost his wallet. 
- The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is …………….  

A) If only he had been more careful                      B) If only he hadn't been more careful  
D) If only he be more careful                                C) If only he had more careful 

 
20) We’ll go to our favourite restaurant on Friday ……..……..   it’s closed.  

A) if                        B) unless                      C)  as long as                  D) even if  
 
21) Rasha could not find her way round the city very easily. 
- If only she ……………. a map. 

A) has                    B) have had                   C) had had                     D) had 
 
22) If Ashraf had gotten up early, he ……………. late for work. 

A) will not have been      B) won't have           C) have been               D) wouldn't have been 
 
 

SEE PAGE THREE….. 
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23) It is normal for the salesperson to travel to all cities. 

A) The salesperson used to travel to all cities. 
B) The salesperson isn't used to travelling to all cities. 
C) The salesperson didn't use to travel to all cities. 
D) The salesperson is used to travelling to all cities. 

 
24) "The weather was extremely bad as the plane came in to land" 

A) The pilot said that the weather had been extremely bad as the plane came in to land. 
B) The pilot said that the weather has been extremely bad as the plane comes in to land. 
C) The pilot said that the weather were extremely bad as the plane came in to land. 
D) The pilot said that the weather have been extremely bad as the plane came in to land. 

 
25) The Olympic Games were held in London in 2012 CE. 

A) in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London  
B) It is in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London  
C) It was in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London  
D) It in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London 

 
26) The second lecture is more interesting than the first one. 

- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) The second lecture is less interesting than the first one.. 
B) The second lecture isn't as interesting as the first one.. 
C) The first lecture is more interesting than the second one.. 
D) The first lecture isn't as interesting as the second one.. 

 
27) Did the manager arrange the meeting last week ? 

- The correct indirect question of the one above is: 
A) Could you tell me if the manager arranges the meeting last week ? 
B) Could you tell me if  the manager arranged the meeting last week ? 
C) Could you tell me if  the manager arrange the meeting last week ? 
D) Could you tell me if  the manager would arrange the meeting last week ? 

 
28) I didn't work really hard the day before the exam, so I got bad marks. 

The correct sentence that changed to the third condition to the above sentence is:- 
A) If I worked really hard the day before the exam , I might get bad marks. 
B) If I hadn't work really hard the day before the exam , I might not have got bad marks. 
C) If I  work really hard the day before the exam , I might nit got bad marks. 
D) If I had worked really hard the day before the exam , I might not  have got bad marks. 

 
29) Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of the underlined phrase is :- 
A) Personification          B) Simile              C) Onomatopoeia               D) opposition 
30) Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen .  …………….. , teachers can show websites 

on the board in front of the class. 
A) Whereas           B) However                C) Despite          D) As a consequence 

31) Before the boys went climbing …………. they bought some ………………………….. 
A)  ;  / ekuipment               B)  ? / ecuipment              C)  . / equibment           D)   , / equipment       

SEE PAGE FOUR….. 
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PAGE FOUR 
Question Two (27 points) 

 The Arab world has many famous chemists in its history, but the person who is known as 

the founder of chemistry is probably Jabir ibn Hayyan. He is most well known for the beginning of 

the production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of scales, which changed the way in which 

chemists weighted items in a laboratory: his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller 

than a kilogram. 

Ali ibn Nafi ’ is also known as ‘Ziryab’ (or ‘Blackbird’, because of his beautiful voice). He 

was a gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad, and it was his talent for music that led him 

to Cordoba in the ninth century CE. He was the guest of the Umayyad ruler there. He is the person 

who established the first music school in the world in Cordoba, Al-Andalus, teaching musical 

harmony and composition. He revolutionised musical theory, and is also the person who introduced 

the oud to Europe.  

Fatima al-Fihri was the daughter of a wealthy businessman. She used her father’s 

inheritance to build a learning centre in Fez, Morocco. This learning centre became Morocco’s top 

university, and it is where many students from all over the world come to study. Moreover, it was 

Fatima’s  sister, Mariam, who supervised the building of the Andalus Mosque, which was not far 

from the learning centre.. 

Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer 

– a true polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is  probably 

his work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous. 

1) Jabir ibn Hayyan had many successes in the chemistry field. Mention two of them.  (6 points)  

2)  Quote the sentence which indicates that Al-kindi was a polymath.                          (4 points)   

3)  Find a word in the text which means ( a room for scientific experiments).             (4 points) 

4)  Ali ibn Nafi' revolutionized the musical theory in many ways. Write down two of these ways? 

 (6 points) 

5)  Why is Jaber ibn Hayyan's set of scales significant?                                                 (4 points) 

6)  Ibn Sina said ‘I prefer a short life with width to a narrow one with length.’  think of this 

quotation and in two sentences, write down your point of view.                                   (6 points) 

 
SEE PAGE FIVE….. 
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PAGE FIVE  
Text Three (33 points)  
A) Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions 
that follow. Your answers should be based on the test. (27 points) 
A: Do you know if it’s too late to start revising now?  
Prof: No, it’s never too late to start revising!  The first thing I would do is to draw up a revision timetable. 
 B: Do you mind telling me how I should draw up a timetable? 
Prof: Look at all the subjects you have to do, and work out when you are going to work on each one. It’s a 
good idea to change the order of the subjects in your timetable for each day. Try doing a little English, 
followed by some Maths, then Biology, and so on. This way, by changing the focus of your revision, you 
keep your mind fresh. 
 C: Do you know whether it’s best to get up early, or to revise late at night? 
Prof: The earlier you start in the morning, the more beneficial your revision will be, because that’s when 
you feel most awake and your memory is at its best. I’d also recommend studying for 30-minute periods, 
and then taking a break. It’s been proved that concentration starts to decrease after half an hour, so frequent 
breaks will help the brain to recover and concentration to return. 
 D: Could you explain what you mean by frequent breaks? 
Prof: By a break, I mean any change of activity from studying. It  could be something as simple as just 
getting up from your desk and listening to some music, or walking around for ten minutes. 
 E: Could you tell me how much exercise I need? 
Prof: Physical activity is very important, of course, especially when you are studying. Exercise will make a 
huge difference to the way you feel. The physical activity will increase your heart rate and, in turn, that will 
increase your blood circulation. It also sends more oxygen to the brain, which makes you revise more 
efficiently. 
 F: Do you mind giving me some advice about diet? 
Prof: Nutrition is very important. You should try to eat as much fresh fruit and vegetables as you can. It’s 
essential not to become dehydrated, so drink lots of water. 
 
1)  Frequent breaks during studying help the brain in two ways. write down two ways down. 
2)  Revision will be more beneficial when done early in the morning for two reasons. Write these two 
reasons down. 
3)  Quote the sentence which states the first step you must take to start revising. 
4) What does the underlined word "it " refer to?  
5) Most students find it difficult to fall asleep the night before the exam. Suggest three possible pieces of 
advice to help students sleep well the night before the exam. 
 
B) Literature spot ( 6 points) 
Read the following lines from A Green Cornfield carefully, and then answer the questions that 
follows: 

The cornfield stretched a tender green                               
To right and left beside my walks;  
I knew he had a nest unseen                                                                            
Somewhere among the million stalks.                                       

1)  Find a word which means fresh and young?    
2)  Find a word which means "hidden, ".   

 
 

SEE PAGE SIX….. 
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PAGE SIX 
Question FOUR  (20 points) 
In your ANSWER BOOKLET , write a composition of about 120 words on ONE of the 
following:  

   
1- You receive the news that your town council is cancelling a bus route that you, your family and 
friends use regularly. Write a letter to the town council to persuade them not to cancel it. Explain 
why this will have negative effects on the whole town. 
(Your name is Wesam. Your address is P.O.Box, Amman, Jordan) 
 
2- Some patients prefer conventional medicine while others prefer complementary one. Write 
an essay expressing your point of view, discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each 
one.   

  ا���Fإ.�>� ا�*��ذج 
Question Number One 
1) D) caught 2) C) voluntary  3) B) scanner  4) B) dehydration  5) C) obese   
6) A) optimistic 7) A) lifelong  8) A) nutrition 9) A) previous 10) B) artificial  11) C) had saved  
12) A) is used to 13) B) will have finished 14) D) had been talking 15) B) where  16) C) has been translated  
17) A) is expanding 18) C)  as much as  19) A) If only he had been more careful  20) B) unless   
21) C) had had 22) D) wouldn't have been 23) D) The salesperson is used to travelling to all cities. 
24) A) The pilot said that the weather had been extremely bad as the plane came in to land. 
25) C) It was in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London  
26) D) The first lecture isn't as interesting as the second one.. 
27) B) Could you tell me if  the manager arranged the meeting last week ? 
28) D) If I had worked really hard the day before the exam , I might not  have got bad marks. 
29) B) Simile  30) D) As a consequence 31) D)   , / equipment       
Question Number Two 
1) the production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of scales, (6 points)  
2)  Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer – a true polymath.                          
(4 points)   
3)  a laboratory (4 points) 
4)  established the first music school in the world in Cordoba, Al-Andalus, teaching musical harmony and 
composition. He revolutionised musical theory, and is also the person who introduced the oud to Europe.  (6 
points) 
5)  his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller than a kilogram.(4 points) 
' ا*F ا�X PHL�ة &�T)ة ا�M�5� +��� 5�< ا$)ى �S�Q >#�ل �����"  (6  
Answer:- Yes, I agree with Ibn Sina; he is a famous polymath who has influenced me significantly. He shows 
that if you work hard you can achieve so much in a short space of time 

��� ا��ي أ�� �� ا�� �� ������، و: 
	اب ����ح�أ�7 ��1' أ�7 إذا �&4 ,�"3 )�2 1".&0 ,/��* ا�.-�� . أ�% ا,+* �( ا)' !�&%؛ وھ	 ا�"	!	 � ا�
  .�� ���ة 8:��ة �' ا�	48

Question Number Three 
A)  
1)  so frequent breaks will help the brain to recover and concentration to return. 
2)  because that’s when you feel most awake and your memory is at its best. 
3) The first thing I would do is to draw up a revision timetable. 
4)  a break    
5)  you should sleep at least eight hours, you shouldn’t stay up all night, you must sleep in quiet room 
B) 1) tender      2) unseen 
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Question Four  :- (20 points)   
 

P.O. Box 1646 
                                                      Amman 
                                                      Jordan 

Dear  Sir 
            I am writing in view of the recent news that the town council will cancel of the 
bus route that all people use daily.  A large percentage of the people are against your 
decision. 
              However, there will be many problems when cancel this bus route. Firstly, many 
students use this bus to go to their schools and universities. This decision will make them 
arriving late. 
         In addition to this, there will be economic problem, the workers and employees will 
pay much money when you cancel the bus because they will take taxis and this cost a lot 
money. 
          Moreover, many patients will face many healthy problems because the will be late 
to arrive hospital or medical canters.   
           I hope you will consider this letter when deciding the future of the bus route. 
Thank you. 
Yours sincerely,  
Wisam 
 

F  ا����Qع ا���
Conventional and Complementary Medicine 

 Healthcare treatment is very essential for all individuals who suffer from different illnesses, diseases, 
and injuries, therefore patients have to take healthcare treatment. Moreover, some patients prefer  
conventional medicine while others prefer complementary one. 
 One the one hand, some people prefer conventional medicine for many reasons. For example, 
conventional medicine is considered as an usual option in all hospitals and healthcare centers. In addition, 
Most doctors consider conventional medicine as modern one and it is used in all medical devices, and 
surgeries to cure diseases and injuries. However, patients find this kind of medicine very expensive and it has 
a lot of side effects. 
 On the other hand, many patients prefer complementary medicine such as  homoeopathy, acupuncture 
and herbs. Moreover, Patients consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different conditions, 
including anxiety, depression , certain allergies, insomnia, arthritis and migraines. Also, they find it safe, 
cheap and available. But most doctors used to be sceptical about the effectiveness of the complementary 
medicine because there isn't scientific evidence of it.  

��1 ا��Hج ا�:/� >�ور%ً1 
ً�ا �2"�( ا��Dاد ا��1' �1%�	ن �' أ��اض وأ��اض وإ@%)%ت �<�=+� ، ���0 ���1'  =;� ا�"�>;�   
  . Hوة  =� ذ�M�( 3N+1 ، 0 ا�"�>� ا�IJ ا���=��ي )�&"% 3N+1 ا���M ا�KL ا�IJ ا��."�=�. ,=�� ا��Hج ا�:/�

 =;� !;��3 ا�"-;%ل ، ���1;� ا�I;J ا���=�;�ي �K;%رًا ���;%دًا �;� . =�;�ي D!;�%ب  �1;�ة�' �%��� أ�Kى ، M�( 3N+1 ا�&%س ا�IJ ا���  
�+�%ت و��ا�;;R ا�� %1;;� ا�;;:/��;;�S"ا� );;�"
 . );;�"
 اDط�;;%ء ���1;;�ون ا�I;;J ا���=�;;�ي ط�ً;;% �;;�1-ً% و�S;;1<�م �;;� ;;W�� إ�;;� أن ��%;;<X%(

�Rة ا���J� وا��"=�%ت ا��2ا��� ��Hج ا��Dاض واX@%)%ت
Dو�;7 ا�.-�;� . ا �1;%Y=� %;ً+=.� �;1دوDع �;' ا	ا ا�&�و�( ذ�0 ، �21 ا�"�>� ھ
  .�' ا�L%ر ا����%2�

�%ب�' �%��� أ�Kى ، 3N+1 ا����1 �'  ; Dوا �(X%;( RK	;وا� �ا�"-=�; �ا��."�=;� �-;3 ا�"�%�2; IJوة  =;� ذ�;0 ، .  ا�"�>� ا�H; 
 ��!%S;/اع ا�	أ�; M;�(، )";% �;� ذ�;0 ا��=;* وا\��];%ب و ��1 �;' ا�/;%\ت ا�"<�=+;��=� *��J�=� ًH(%8 رًا%�K ��=-"ا� �����1 ا�"�>� ا�"�%�2

 اDط�;%ء �;%�	ا ��;�..�' �;� ��%��;� ا�I;J . �و��% آ�&;� ور�K;:� و��%�;��";% 21;. واDرق وا���%ب ا�"+%@3 وا�:�اع ا�&:+�;W�� ';.�
 .ا��."�=� ���م و
	د د��3  ="�  =� ذ�0
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   2023ا����ن ���دة ا��را� ا����
	� ا����� ���م 

���	� -:ا�������� 2:00 -:           ��ة ا�����ن207 -: ا�����ر#"     )2023- 2019! � ( ا���� ا

  18/7/2023  ا�0(�/ - :ا��
م وا���ر	.)                 3 (-: -��, ا�&%وع ا�*�د	���             ر#" ا�(�
ذج-:ا�&%ع
  


ظ� ������6�� ا��45 -����� و�3دھ� -:��9
ذج ا;-�:�9 )4( أ-7 ھ/ ا��9> �
ن إ-�:�@ 93/ ا�9?<ال ا�ول 3B4 ���: ،
)DE
Fا� G3��� أن �3د I&��ت ا�����ن )ور#� ا��� ،�:�-�3�> د�J% ا ��6�
ن ا-�:�@ D#�: /3 اB46(، و.(  

Question One:- 
%9KJ L9* D9J ����M9ا� �:�-�9
ذج ا�-�:�9 ا!�% ر�� ا�� D9J �9:�-;إ�9> ر��9 ا %�N94 D9ة ا��%Eا��9ا O��9P LBN9: L�9Q "90 ،D4R9	 �9�� ور#�9(ة 

DE
Fا� G
 ا�(�
ذج ا������ ��W?�ب DJ @��U3 ھTا ا�?<ال، 3��� :Rن �3د KJ%اS4 ) ا����J)35.(  
� For items (1– 30), read each one carefully then choose from A,B, C or D to complete each 
of the following sentences. 
 
1) ……………. is where people consider how their ideas are similar or different. 
A) Compare ideas                   B) Share ideas               C) Create ideas                  D) monitor ideas 
  
2) New university courses enables the students in the Art faculty to ………….. the nature pictures  
A) criticise                             B) critic                              C) criticism                   D) critical 
 
3)  Athletes with ………….  legs can take part in the Paralympics. 
A) prosthetic                      B) strenuous                      C) calculation                D) acupuncture 
 
4)  The new employee seemed to be more easily…………….  to hard work. 
A) adapt                               B) adaptation                      C) adaptable                     D) adaptability 
  
5) Doctors look at the …………….  before they decide how to treat the patient. 
A) conventional                  B) symptoms                      C) sceptical                         D) viable 
 
6) The next step toward greater ……………. would be to turn those solar energy into all stations. 
A) sustain                          B) sustainability                 C) sustainable                  D) sustainably 
 
7) Ministry for Tourism promotes Jordan as a tourist destination for both the …………. and overseas 
market. 
A)  sales pitch                       B) domination                        C) negotiation                  D) domestic 
 
8)  A lot of students are fond of …………..in order to get well-paid jobs in the international banks. 
A) economise                    B) economics                         C) economical                D) economically 
 
9) I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier ………….. 
A) diet                           B) memory                               C) dehydration                   D) beneficial  
 
10) In order to be a pilot, you have to go through the ………….. and prove that your are professional.  
A) simulator                   B) stimulate                          C ) stimulated                    D) stimulating  
 
11)  The Olympic Games often …………young people to take up a sport.  
A) is inspired                   B) would inspire              C)will inspire                             D) Inspire 

SEE PAGE TWO….. 
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PAGE TWO 
12) The books that you ordered …………by the end of this week.  
A-hadn't been arrived       B) was not arrived           C) won't  have arrived            D) wouldn't arrive 
 
13) Ibn Sina also known in the west as Avicenna …………in August 22 , 980 AD  
A) born                  B) was born              C) is born                        D) are born 
 
14) Are you …………in Jordan yet? You have only been here for two months.  
A)  use to live        B) used to live         C) used to living               D) use to living  
 
15) Neither English nor Arabic are …………as Maths.  
A) as difficult        B) difficult               C) more difficult                 D) most difficult  
 
16) The thing …………made the journey unpleasant is the heat.  
A) who                  B) whom                  C) which                             D) where  
 
17) We didn't get up earlier and now we are late .If only we …………earlier  
A- has been          B) had been                 C) was                            D) hadn't been  
 
18) Muna didn't freeze the meat. She had it ………… 
A) frozen           B) had frozen    C) freeze                    D) freezes 
 
19) Before Mr Ghanem went to China, he ……………….a course in Chinese culture.  
A) have taken             B) take                C) took                            D) had taken 
 
20) We ……………….trying to open the door for five minutes when Faten found her key.  
A) was                      B) had been          C) has  been                  D) was been 
 
21) “ Schools provide children with basic elements.”  
Safwan said………………………………………….  
A) schools provide children with basic elements.  
B) schools provided children with basic elements.  
C) schools had provided children with basic elements.  
D) schools have provided children with basic elements. 
 
22) Playing with my little kids gives me happiness and delight . 
 The thing…………………………………………..  
A) which gives me happiness and delight is playing with my little kids.  
B) who gives me happiness and delight was playing with my little kids.  
C) which gave me happiness and delight was playing with my little kids.  
D) who gave me happiness and delight was playing with my little kids. 
 
23) It’s not normal for Majed to drive on the left.  
A) Majed isn’t used to drive on the left.                 B) Majed is used to driving on the left.  
C) Majed isn’t used to driving on the left.              D) Majed didn’t use to drive on the left. 

SEE PAGE THREE….. 
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PAGE THREE 
24) Vocational schools aren’t as popular as academic schools.  
A) Academic schools is less popular than Vocational schools.  
B) Vocational schools are less popular than Academic schools.  
C. Academic schools are less popular than Vocational schools.  
D. Academic schools are the most popular schools.  
 
25) Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century.  
A) The century when Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock are the twelfth century.  
B) The century which Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock was the twelfth century.  
C) The century where Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock was the twelfth century.  
D) The century when Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock was the twelfth century.  
 
26) I regret studying for a short time.  
A) If only I study for a short time.                   B) If only I didn’t study for a long time.  
C) If only I had studied for a short time.        D) If only I had studied for a long time. 
 
27) Scientists believe that learning a new language improves your decision-making skills.  
A)  Learning a new language is believed to improves your decision-making skills.  
B) Learning a new language are believed to improve your decision-making skills.  
C) Learning a new language was believed to improve your decision-making skills.  
D) Learning a new language is believed to improve your decision-making skills.  
 
28) How did you come to the party?  
A) Can you tell me how you comes to the party?  
B) Can you tell me how you have come to the party?  
C) Can you tell me how you came to the party?  
D) Can you tell me how did you came to the party? 
 
29)- Choose the correctly spelled word to complete the given sentence. 
- A lucky ……………….. live in properties that their parents have bought for them…………  
A)  menority / ?                    B)  minority / .              C) meniroty / ,                D) minority / ; 
 
30)- Despite the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and inconvenient.  
The function of the underlined linking word is …………………. 
A)  Indicating consequence                  B)  indicating opposition           
C)  giving advice                                   D)  indicating recommendation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE PAGE FOUR…… 
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PAGE FOUR 
Question Two  (27 points) 

Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 

questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text. 

 

 Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 

information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about how you can 

use technology in Jordanian classroorns. Here are some ideas: 

Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers can show 

websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to show educational 

programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on. 

In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, students can 

use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching information, recording interviews and 

creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group work.  

Teachers can perhaps ask their  students to start writing a blog (an online diary), either about their own 

lives or as if they were someone famous. They can also create a website for the classroom. Students can 

contribute to the website, so for example they can post work, photos and messages. 

Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the computer. 

Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking to. In this way, students 

who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in England are doing in the classroom while 

they are speaking to them.  

 
1. According to the text, learning should be presented to young people with information that has two 

features. Write them down.                                                                                                      ( 6 points) 
2. Quote the sentence which indicates that tablets are suitable for two kinds of work in class.  
                                                                                                                                                     ( 4 points)   
3. According to the text, by showing websites on the board in front of the class, teachers use the 

internet to display several things. Write down two of them.                                        ( 4 points) 
4. What is the function of the underlined phrase “In this way "                                   ( 3 points) 
5. What does the underlined word " their  " in  paragraph four refer to?                      ( 2 points) 
6. The writer states that the teacher must be part of the group to monitor his students. Explain   this 

statement, giving two reasons for observing students.                                                 (6 points) 
 

 
 

SEE PAGE FIVE…… 
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PAGE FIVE  
Question Three  (33 points)  
A) Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions 
that follow. Your answers should be based on the test. (27 points) 
 In this report, we will look at the countries that Jordan trades with and what goods it  exports and 

imports. First, let's look at exports. Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction industry 

for these minerals is one of the largest in the world. 

 Not surprisingly, two of Jordan's largest exports are chemicals and fertilisers. Pharmaceuticals and 

other industries represent 30% of Jordan's Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 75% of Jordan's 

pharmaceuticals are exported. However, the majority (65%) of the economy is dominated by services, 

mostly travel and tourism. Most of Jordan's exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 

 Now let's look at imports. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan does not have 

large oil or gas reserves. For that reason, Jordan has to import oil and gas for its energy needs. Its other 

main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan's imports were from Saudi 

Arabia. This was followed by the EU, with 17.6% of its imports. Other imports have come from China 

and the United States. 

1) Most of Jordan's exports mainly go to four countries. Write two of these countries down.  (4 points)  
2) What is the percentage that services, especially travel and tourism, represent of Jordan's economy? 

(4 points)  
3) Jordan is rich in two minerals. Write them down.                                                                  (4 points) 
4) What does the underlined pronoun "it " refer to?                                                                    (3 points)  
5) Quote the sentence which indicates the country that supplied Jordan with most of its imports in 
2013.                                                                                                                                            (4 points) 
6) What are the main four goods that Jordan has to import from different countries?                (3 points) 
7) Find a word in the text which mean " the process of removing and obtaining something".  

(3 points) 
8) We should support the economy of Jordan. Suggest three ways to support the Jordanian economy.  

(6 points) 
B) Literature spot ( 6 points) 
Read the following paragraph from Around The World in Eighty Days  carefully, and then answer the 
questions that follows: 
 
Phileas Fogg, without getting in the least flurried, then proposed to purchase the animal 
outright, and at first offered a thousand pounds for him. The Indian, perhaps thinking he was 
going to make a great bargain, still refused.                                                       
1- What idea do the above lines represent?                                                         ( 2 points)  
2- How much money did Phileas Fogg at first offer for buying the elephant?   (4 points) 

 
 

SEE PAGE SIX…… 
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PAGE SIX 
QUESTION FOUR ( 20 points) 
1) Schools in Jordan offer curricular and extra-curricular activities among the school subjects. Write an 
essay discussing the effects of these activities on the students' educational level and on their physical 
fitness. 
2)  A reputable company is looking for an accountant with an MA degree. Fluency in English and 
excellent computer skills are preferable. Write a formal letter to the company's manager concerning the 
job. 

-  THE END – 
 إ-�:� ا�(�
ذج ا�����

Question Number One 
1)A) Compare ideas.  2) A) criticise 3)  A) prosthetic 
4)  C) adaptable  5) B) symptoms   6) B) sustainability   7) D) domestic   8)  B) economics   
9) A) diet   10) A) simulator   11)  D) Inspire  12) C) won't  have arrived   13) B) was born  
14) C) used to living    15) A) as difficult   16) C) which   17) B) had been   18) A) frozen   19) D) had taken   20) B) 
had been  21) B) schools provided children with basic elements.  
22) A) which gives me happiness and delight is playing with my little kids.  
23) C) Majed isn’t used to driving on the left.  
24) B) Vocational schools are less popular than Academic schools.  
25) D) The century when Al-Razi invented the mechanical clock was the twelfth century.  
26) D) If only I had studied for a long time. 
27) D) Learning a new language is believed to improve your decision-making skills.  
28) C) Can you tell me how you came to the party?  
29)- B)  minority / .              30)-B)  indicating opposition           
 
Question Two (27 points) 
1. an interesting and challenging way 
2. Tablets are ideal for pair and group work. 
3.  to show educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages. 
4. indicating consequence 
5. Teachers 
6. the teacher can control the conversation. 
    check the answers 
     manage the questions.  
 
Question Three (33) 
A) 
1) Most of Jordan's exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 2) represent 30% 
3) Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate 4) Jordan  
5)  In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan's imports were from Saudi Arabia. 
6) oil and gas, cars, medicines , wheat. 7) extraction 
8) the government should build new facilities for the factories. 
    The government should promote Jordanian products. 
     We should buy Jordanian products. 

B) 1- money    2- a thousand pounds 
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Question FOUR 
2-  

Dear Sir,  

 I am writing to you with regard to the post of an accountant as advertised in the 

local newspaper, as you can see from my enclosed my CV, I have an MA degree in 

Accounting from Yarmouk University with an average of 90% .  

 I have excellent experience in this field of work as I have worked as an accountant 

in a famous company.   

 I took several intensive courses in English and I feel confident that my level of 

English will meet the demands of the job easily.  

 Moreover, I am an excellent user of the computer skills as I have the ICDL 

certificate. 

I look forward to hearing from you   . 

Yours faithfully 
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   2023ا����ن ���دة ا��را� ا����
	� ا����� ���م 

���	� -:ا�������� 2:00 -:           ��ة ا�����ن207 -: ا�����ر#"     )2023- 2019! � ( ا���� ا

  18/7/2023  ا���01ء - :ا��
م وا���ر	.)                 4 (-: -��, ا�&%وع ا�*�د	���             ر#" ا�(�
ذج-:ا�&%ع
  


ظ� ������7�� ا��56 -����� و�4دھ� -:��
ذج ا=-�>;� )4( أ-9 ھ8 ا;�� >;�
ن إ-�>�B 4;8 ا�;A@ال ا�ول 4D5 ���< ،
)FG
Hا� I4��� أن �4د K&��ت ا�����ن )ور#� ا��� ،�<�-�4�< د�L% ا ��7�
ن ا-�>�F#�< 84 B اD56(، و.(  

Question One:- 
;ML N;* F;L ����O;ا� �<�-�
ذج ا�-�>;� ا!�% ر�� ا;�� F;L �;<�-=إ�;< ر�;� ا %�P;5 F;ة ا��%Gا�;�ا Q��;R NDP;< N�;S ";0 ،F5T;	 �;�� ور#;�(%ة 

FG
Hا� I
 ا�(�
ذج ا������ ��A�Xب FL B��14 ھVا ا�A@ال، 4��� >Tن �4د ML%اU5 ) ا����L)35.(  
� For items (1– 30), read each one carefully then choose from A,B, C or D to complete each 
of the following sentences. 
 
1) I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely a white elephant.  the underlined 
misused idiom can be replaced with .. 
A)  the green light                     B)  red-handed                   C) out of the blue                  D) see red 
 
2) The government is persisting with its …………… public works programme. 
 A) ambition                              B) ambitious                        C) ambitiously                     D)  ambitionist 
 
3)  The ……………. is the room where scientific experiments are made. 
A) irrigation                              B) arithmetic                          C) laboratory                        D) legacy 
 
4)  Mr.Rami is a …………. and dedicated worker who will be an asset to your company.  
A) conscience                            B) conciseness                C) conscientious               D) conscientiously 

 
5) Pollution has some serious negative………….on the environment, such as the death of wildlife and 
plant life. 
A) effects                         B) footprint                            C) planning                              D) growth 
 
6) Al-Farabi is an Islamic …………………. in Cordoba, he wrote many logical texts. 
A) philosopher               B) philosophise                      C)  philosophical                     D) philosophically 
 
7) After lengthy talks, the two sides finally reached a ………….. 
A) invention                  B) youth                                  C) compromise                        D) succeed 
 
8)  You don't seem very ……………… about the party - don't you want to go tonight? 
A) enthusiastic                B) enthusiasm                       C) enthusiastically                D) enthuse 
   
9) Be careful when you answer the question, and try not to………….. 
A) earn respect                  B) make a mistake                 C) make small talk              D) join a company 
 
10) ………….. has become a viable option for the development of reliable fresh water supplies. 
A) Desalinate             B) Desalinates                      C) Desalinated                  D) Desalination  
 

 
SEE PAGE TWO….. 
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PAGE TWO 
11)  My eyes are tired because I……………………on my computer for a long time. 
A) has been working                                       B) were worked                
C) have been working                                      D) was working 
 
12) I wish I had my essay ………………..  I couldn’t do  it myself. 
A) wrote                          B) had written                      C) written                            D) has written 
 
13) It’s three o’clock now, so Miriam’s flight ………………  at Queen Alia International Airport. 
A) are going to arrive         B)  would arrive              C) will have arrived            D)  will be arrived 
 
14) Ali, ..................... mother is a professor, forgot his umbrella. 
A)  whose                   B)  when                      C) where                         D) who  
 
15) Talk shows are………….. than documentary programmes. 
A) exciting                    B) as exciting as                     C) the most exciting        D) less exciting 
 
16) Could you explain ………… I can solve this Maths problem? 
A) how many                 B) who                       C) how                         D) how much 
 
17) Careless drivers …………… to be extremely dangerous on the society. 
A) was believed          B) have believed     C) has believed      D) are believed  

 
18) Naheel was right and I was wrong. I wish I ………….. to her. 
A) had listened                B) listened                             C) have listened               D) listen 

 
19) If plants………….. enough sunlight, they die. 
A) didn't get                   B) doesn't get                       C) don't get                      D) hasn't got 
 
20) I have a stomachache. I wish I…………………. so many sweets! 
A) hadn't eaten           B) had eaten                         C ) have eaten               D) haven't eaten 
 
21) Sami enrolled the internship, and then he joined to the new job. 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) Before Sami enrolled the internship, he had joined to the new job. 
B) Before  Sami had joined to the new job, he enrolled the internship. 
C) Before Sami joined to the new job, he had enrolled the internship. 
D) Before Sami had enrolled the internship, he joined to the new job.  
 
22) If we …………as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon- neutral.  
A) replaced        B) replace          C) will replace           D) replaces  
 
 
 

 
SEE PAGE THREE….. 
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PAGE THREE 
23) "I haven't seen you since last year.." 
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) Ali told Huda that he didn't see her the year before.  
B) Ali told Huda that she hadn't  seen him the year before.  
C) Ali told Huda that he hasn’t  seen him the year before.  
D) Ali told Huda that he hadn't seen her the year before. 
 
24) The heat made the journey unpleasant. 
- The correct cleft sentence that emphasises the information in bold is ------ 
A) It was the heat which made the journey unpleasant 
B) It is the heat that made the journey unpleasant 
C) It was the heat which makes the journey unpleasant 
D) It is the heat which made the journey unpleasant 
 
25) Studying Medicine is less difficult than studying Engineering. 
- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 
A) Studying Medicine isn't as difficult as studying Engineering. 
B) Studying Medicine is more difficult than studying Engineering. 
C) Studying Engineering is less difficult than studying Medicine. 
D) Studying Engineering isn't as difficult as studying Medicine. 
 
26) Will you attend the journey or staying home ? 
- The correct indirect question of the one above is: 
A) Could you tell me whether you will attend the journey or staying home?  
B) Could you tell me whether  will you attend the journey or staying home?  
C) Could you tell me whether  you would attend the journey or staying home?  
D) Could you tell me whether  would you attend the journey or staying home?  
 
27) Experts think that smart phones damage our life. 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is .... 
A) Smart phones have thought to damage our life. 
B) Smart phones are thought to damage our life. 
C) Smart phones were thought to damage our life.  
D) Smart phones are thinking to damage our life. 

 
28) If only Sultan hadn't forgotten to feed the animals. 
The above sentence means…………. 
A) Sultan didn't forget to feed the animals.                                     B) Sultan forgot to feed the animals. 
C) Sultan's mother reminded him to feed the animals.                    D) Sultan fed the animals. 
 
29)   King Abdullah University Hospital hopes to set up ………….. machines in Irbid …….. 
A. radiotheraby/ ?             B. radiotherapy/,               C. radiotherapy/ .                D. radeotherapy/ .  
 
30)  Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up, eat and sleep. 
The underlined rhetorical devices represents :- 
A. Simile                       B. Onomatopia           C. personification      D. Metaphor 

SEE PAGE FOUR….. 
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PAGE FOUR 
Question Two (27 points) 

 Scientists have successfully invented a prosthetic hand with a sense of touch. It is an exciting 
new invention, which they plan to develop. It is possible that, in the not-too-distant future, similar 
artificial arms and legs will have taken the place of today’s prosthetic limbs. 

Dennis Sorensen, a 39-year-old from Denmark, was the first person to try out the new invention. 
After losing his left hand in an accident, he had been using a standard prosthetic hand for nine years. 
The new hand, which was developed by Swiss and Italian scientists, was a huge improvement.  

With it, Sorensen could not only pick up and manipulate objects, but he could also feel them. 
‘When I held an object, I could feel if it was soft or hard, round or square,’ he explained. He said that 
the sensations were almost the same as the ones he felt with his other hand. 
    Unfortunately, Sorensen was only taking part in trials, and the equipment is not ready for general 
use yet. He was only allowed to wear it for a month, for safety reasons. So now he has his old artificial 
hand back. However, he hopes that soon he will be wearing the new type of hand again. He is looking 
forward to the time when similar artificial limbs are available for the thousands of people who need 
them. He will have helped to transform their lives. 
1) Dennis Sorensen could do two things with the new prosthetic hand. Write them down.  ( 6 points) 
2)  Quote the sentence which indicates that the sense of touch with the new artificial hand is similar to 
the ones he felt with his right hand.                                                                                        ( 6 points) 
3)  Find a word which means " an artificial body part  "                                                    ( 4 points)             
4) Sorensen allowed to wear the new artificial hand only for a month for two reasons , write two of 
these reasons down.                                                                                                                 ( 3 points) 
5) Its is said that “He who has health has hope, and he who has hope, has everything". Think of 
this quotation, and in two sentences, write down your point of view.                               ( 6 points) 
 
Question Three (33 points)  
A) Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions 
that follow. Your answers should be based on the test. (27 points) 
 My name is Fatima Musa and I have worked as an interpreter for five years. Many students have 
emailed me about my work because they want to know what it would be like to do my job. So here is my 
reply. 
  I have always been fond of languages. My father worked in many different countries when I was 
young and we usually travelled with him. When we visited a country, I always wanted to learn the 
language. At school I was very good at English. Therefore, I decided on a career as an interpreter. My job 
now involves going to important conferences and seminars around the world. When a person speaks in 
English at a conference, I listen to what they say through headphones. I then translate into Arabic while the 
speaker is talking. I give the translation through headphones to other people at the meeting. This means that 
anyone in the room who speaks Arabic can understand what people are saying. 
  If you get an interview for a job, you will need to show that you have good listening skills and a 
clear speaking voice. You will also need to show that you can think quickly and that you are able to 
concentrate for long periods of time. If you are successful, it is a secure and rewarding job. 
 It is a very responsible job. I am aware that if I translate things badly, it could affect an important law or 
trade agreement between countries. However, you get a huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that 
people understand everything that you translate. 
1) There are many skills should be available in an interpreter during interviews, write down two of them.                                                                                                                                         
(6 Points) 

SEE PAGE FIVE….. 
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PAGE FIVE  
2) According to Fatima, there are three steps she does in order to translate the speech of the speakers into 
Arabic in the conferences. Write down these three steps.                                                 (4 points) 
3)  Quote the sentence which indicates that Fatima has an affection or liking for languages.           

(3 points) 
4)  Find a word from the text which  mean “giving personal satisfaction”                      (4 points) 
5)  What does the underlined word “ him” refer to?                                                              (2 Points) 
6)  It is usual for people to change jobs in their lifetime for many reasons.  Suggest three of these reasons 
might there be for people to change their jobs.                                                      (6 Points) 
                          
B) Literature spot ( 6 points) 
Read the following lines from Around the World in Eighty Days carefully, and then answer the 
questions that follows: 
"They soon reached a small hut. Enclosed within some high palings, was the animal in question. An Indian 
came out of the hut, and, at their request, conducted them within the enclosure. The elephant, which was 
reared, not to be an animal that merely carried things around, but for warlike purposes, was half-
domesticated. The elephant still preserved its natural gentleness. Kiouni – this was the name of the 
elephant – could doubtless travel rapidly for a long time, and, in default of any other means of conveyance, 
Mr. Fogg resolved to hire him.  " 
1) Which words tell us that the elephant was kept safely away from direct contact with humans? 

(  2 points)  
2) Why did the Indian man decide to rear an elephant?                                                                  ( 1 point) 
3)  What idea does the underlined sentence represent?                                                                   (  1 points) 
4)  Quote the sentence which indicates that the elephant isn't aggressive?                                     (  2 points)         
Question Four  :- (20 points)   
 
In your Answer Booklet, write a composition of about 120 words on ONE of the following:  
1 - In recent years, many students choose to study in a foreign country after finishing their 
secondary education instead of studying in local universities. Write an article about this discussing 
some reasons, advantages and disadvantages of studying abroad.  
 
2- Many companies have built several megaprojects in all over the world. Write an essay explaining  
the importance of megaprojects and mentioning their advantages and disadvantages on people and 
environment.  

��ح )��< "D��5 "�5الله و "DMLو 
ا�%ا>,إ-�>� ا�(�
ذج   

Question Number One 
1) C) out of the blue   2) B) ambitious  3)  C) laboratory   
4)  C) conscientious    5) A) effects 6) A) philosopher  7) C) compromise 8)  A) enthusiastic   
9) B) make a mistake  10) D) Desalination  11) C) have been cleaning 12 C) written   
13) C) will have arrived 14) A)  whose  15) D) less exciting 16) C) how   17) D) are believed   
18) A) had listened  19) C) don't get 20) A) hadn't eaten  21) B) replace   
22) C) Before Sami joined to the new job, he had enrolled the internship. 
23) D) Ali told Huda that he hadn't seen her the year before. 
24) A) It was the heat which made the journey unpleasant 
25) A) Studying Medicine isn't as difficult as studying Engineering. 
26) A) Could you tell me whether you will attend the journey or staying home?  
27) B) Smart phones are thought to damage our life. 28) B) Sultan forgot to feed the animals. 
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29)   C. radiotherapy/ .          30)  C. personification  
Question Number Two 
1) Sorensen could not only pick up and manipulate objects, but he could also feel them 
2)  He said that the sensations were almost the same as the ones he felt with his other hand. 
3)  prosthetic  
4) the equipment is not ready for general use yet, for safety reasons 
5) The quotation is stressing the importance of health through emphasising that it is possible to feel optimistic 
about the future when one is healthy. Hope for the future and a positive attitude are the most important things in 
life. 

��ؤل ��ل ا	������ ����� ��ن ا	��� �����	�� �ا.�� . ھ/ا ا.-���س ���د �$# اھ�%� ا	��� �! ()ل ا	�'&%� �$# ا " �! ا	��! ان  ��
 .��	������ وا	�8�ة ا.���7%� ھ1 أ&5� ا.4%�ء اھ�%� 12 ا	�%�ة

 
Question Number Three 
A)  
1) you will need to show that you have good listening skills and a clear speaking voice. You will also need to 
show that you can think quickly and that you are able to concentrate for long periods of time. 
2) When a person speaks in English at a conference, I listen to what they say through headphones. I then 
translate into Arabic while the speaker is talking. I give the translation through headphones to other people at 
the meeting. 
3)  I have always been fond of languages. 
4)  rewarding 
5)  Fatima's father. 
6)  because they have lost their job or because they are looking for a job with better conditions or a better 
environment. Sometimes people also change their jobs because they want their career to go in a different 
direction. 
  
B)  
1) Enclosed within some high palings 
2) for warlike purposes 
3)  transport 
4)  The elephant still preserved its natural gentleness.)         
 
 
Question Four  :- (20 points)   
C) Free Writing 


ع ا�ول-1S

ب *��>� :  ا���
ل AX(�ت و��7ت ا��را� FL ا�]�رجا�� X ���M� .  
Studying Abroad 

                   A lot of students choose to study in a foreign country. In this article, I am going to discuss the 
reasons, advantages and disadvantages of studying abroad. 
 Firstly, there are many reasons that make students choose to study abroad. For example, they want to 
choose their own university. Secondly, they want to live in a new culture. 
  On the one hand, students find studying abroad is beneficial and has a lot of advantages. For 
example, students  can increase their employment prospects by studying in international universities. Moreover, 
they will develop their language as well as job skills. Also, they will meet new people and develop lifelong 
friendships. In addition, they will develop self-confidence and become more independent. 
 On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of studying in a foreign country such as it costs a 
lot of money, difficulty of new language , difficulty of new culture and missing family. 
 
 

2-F���ع ا�
S

ب:  ا���    .AX(�ت و��7ت ا���Pر	, ا���1#�: ا�� 
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  ادوات ا����
1) Indicating consequence:  
����� او ا��
 )   - :ادوات ا������ 
��� ����� ��� 
���)  
-In this way, technology makes communication more convenient. 
-As a consequence, family members who are away from home can communicate well with their loved ones.  
-Therefore, people can communicate more quickly and conveniently.  



 ���# .، ا��������� ���� ا����ت أ	�� �����"! ھ�ه ا�������� ا���و�� ��� ھ!  ����ء ا&%�ة ا�#(�& ����,ل ا���ا*�  (�� ، 
!-��2س ا���ا*�  (�� أ%و�����! .��� �0 أ/.� ����  .�ع وأ	�� %-���، 

�) ا�'�ب ا�! وردت "��� ھ�ه ا$دوات���)�)�'   "! ا�/.� "! -��
 ا�,+ام ا�
1) Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a consequence, teachers can then use the 
Internet to show educational programmes and play educational games. 
2) Experts say that billions of machines will be connected to each other and to the Internet. As a 
consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. 
3) In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, students can 
access the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, 
4) They could even email students in another country. As a result, students can then share information and help 
each other with tasks. 
5) You can also see the people you are talking to. In this way, students who are studying English in Jordan can 
see what students in England are doing in the classroom. 
-  Lights will go off automatically. In this way,/Therefore,/Consequently,/As a result, we will save energy. 

 ا��8�� %��567 ا-������� .

 ���#/ و�����!/���#/���ه ا���������9� %��:� ا�7;< ،.  
2) Indicating opposition:  0-��
 )  -: ادوات ا��2'1 
��� 
��� ����� ��� 
���)  
-However, social media is time-consuming. / Whereas, the more quickly and conveniently we communicate, 
the more likely it is that there will be misunderstandings. 
-Despite the recent advances in technology it is still unreliable and very inconvenient 

��� ھ� �)��� �9�2=و�� ذ�#-- . %�ء �6ھ!، ا�	�� %��� و%-��� ا���ا*�، وا&ر�B ھ� أن ���ن ھ�ك �����/. ، و%�� ا?��م ا����
��و6�2 ا��45D2� B��� ��Eو F�2� ����� ��E ال,� � F<G: � ا���7رات ا�;���� :H ا���������� .  

1) The Internet is a fantastic tool if it is used correctly. However, there are dangers that people should know 
about. 
2) They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure. 
3)  On the one hand, life would be easier. On the other hand, we would have less privacy.  

- 

 ا:�ى. ، ا�;�ة %���ن ا%-��7�� 8��8 ��7���*��Iا� �� ��2Jا� ��  .، %���ن ��
4)  Driverless cars would make travelling simple. However, if they went wrong, they could be 
very dangerous.  -7�K  �6Kا� ����% L�رات  �ون %�K��7ة6�2 أي �7ل.  ا�M ن��� �ت، 9N7Mاذا ا ،.   
5) Although the 'Internet of Things' sounds exciting, we should be careful, too. 

ء" �� ان 6�24 ا��5 -�P�ا>��>= ا "����2 ان >��ن /#ر� HD.���.�و ����ا، .  

  ا�?�
 وزار�

1) Lights will go off automatically. ……………., we will save energy.   
A. Therefore   B.  However  C. Although  D. On the other hand 
2)  ………………the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very inconvenient.  
The missing linking word that indicates opposition for the above sentence is 
A) Therefore                  B) In this way                     C) Despite             D) As a consequence 
3)  -……………………….the 'Internet of Things' sounds exciting, we should be careful. 
The missing suitable linking word in the above sentence is ………………… 
A)  However                    B)  In this way                           C) Although                         D)  Therefore 
Answers:- 1- A        2- C          3- C 

 ���2 :���2 و although -:ا��Aق -�.�� despite���%�2 ا�� -�.��  .��K��� %.Q و>���� �  �������E! و  ھ����   .و	�2-�
3) - showing cause or reason ��ت ا���� ا�! ��DE ا�C�� ��1!ء-�F:-  
1- We couldn’t go to the stadium because / as / since there weren’t any tickets left.   ��2�: �2�� !-�.�)��:و ��:(   
2- As / Since / Because I was tired, I went to bed.  
3- We were late because of / due to the traffic.  ���%�2 ا�� !-�.�)��: �� �2I�(  
4) -  showing result or consequences --ت ا���� ا����Fء!G ِ���تE �1AE !
 ا���! ��DE ا��:-  
1- We were caught in traffic, therefore / so we missed the start of the play.  �2*: �-2.9 
2- She worked hard; as a result, / because of that, / consequently, she did very well in her exams. ���2*: ��  
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���E ��Iا)��  

The importance of Megaprojects 
 Megaprojects refer to very large expensive projects that involve a significant amount of money, 
resources, and time. Such projects can have a significant impact on the economy, society, and the 
environment. While megaprojects can bring a lot of benefits, including creating jobs and increasing 
economic growth, they can also have several disadvantages on people and environment. 
 One of the main advantages of megaprojects is creating jobs and increasing economic growth. large 
projects require a significant amount of resources, which makes more job opportunities for people in the 
local area. Additionally, megaprojects can creates additional economic activity such as increasing the 
number of tourists and visitors to an area, generating further money for local businesses. 
 Despite the benefits, megaprojects have several disadvantages. One of theses disadvantage is that 
megaprojects can be extremely expensive, and the final cost is often much higher than the economy of the 
country.  Additionally, the time needed to complete a megaproject can sometimes be increased, which can 
lead to further costs and delays. Finally, megaprojects can have a dangerous impact on the environment such 
as air pollution, water pollution and damage the forests. 
 

=R9ارد وا���Rل وا��ر�0 . �(�� ا��(ر�0 ا�����9 إ�U ا��(ر�0 ا��.��ة �ً�ا وا����62 ا��Q27�� H 9�رًا 	.�ً�ا �� ا��)Rه ا��#Rھ �R��� ن�R��� أن R���
�X�.د وا�����0 وا��U2 ا���9 ��.	 ��YN� .ذ H: � أن ��Q2 ا����� �� ا��6ا�� ،  ����� أن ا��(ر�0 ا�����9 �/ H: دةR��\ �R: L2Mص ا����R وز

�X�.ص وا�IP&ا U2�� ا����ب � �� ا���(ً�� أن ���ن �- أ���  .ا���� ا���9دي ، 
دي�R�9�دة ا���� ا�ر�0 ا����L2M H: �9 :�ص ا���� وز)�2� ��Kا���� �� ا���Rارد ، . ����� إ/�ى ا��,اR� ً�اR�.	 رًا�R9 ة�R�.0 ا���ر)Rا�� QR27��

� ����:� ا��, ص :H ا����J7 ا��;����2IP`� ص ا�����: � . �R�� ً�: إ8ً�طً ا��9د)< L2I� 0 ا�����9 أن�ر)�2� ����8:� إ�U ذ�\ ، ? 
� ا&��ال �2(�	ت ا��;��2� �� ، و����� ا��,� �J7�� Uح وا�,وار إ��Kد ا���دة �  .ز

����ب  � ا��6ا�� ، :Gن ا��(ر�0 ا�����9 �-� !Eا�� U2���ة� . �R62وا��� ، ���Rا� �Rcھ� أن ���Rن  R���أ/� ھ#ه ا����ب ھ� أن ا��(ر�0 ا�����9 
� ا��9د ا�.2�� ����  U2� ���ن أ� ً.�E ��� . ا��-R�� ، !I)R(�وع ا�Rل ا��دة ا��9= ا��زم ?	��� :d�  H ا&/�ن ز���8:� إ�U ذ�\ ، ? 

��e وا����MNRاRا��� �R� ��,� Uدي إ�f�ه . ت9� Rث ا����R2اء و��R-ث ا��R2� �R�� �RX�.ا� UR2� �R�7M ��YNR� �R90 ا�����ر)R�2� ن�R��� أن R���أR�Mً�ا ، 
ت Dوإ��ف ا�.  

*************************************************** *************************************** 
The Reasons that make People change their Jobs 

 There are many several factors that make people change their jobs from tome to time.  One of the main 
reasons that make people change their jobs is the lack of growth opportunities in their current role. Employees 
often seek out new opportunities that allow them to develop their skills and their potential. If an individual 
feels that they have reached their personal or professional growth limit in their present job, they are likely to 
look for a better role that offers them the ability to learn and improve their skills. 
 Another reason why people change jobs is due to the requirement for a better work-life balance. 
Employees often feel dissatisfied when they experience an imbalance of work and life. This may lead to stress 
and difficulty in maintaining close relationships, which can eventually impact their overall well-being. 
Individuals may seek opportunities that provide a flexible schedule, remote work, or a healthy work-life 
balance. Employers who prioritize their employees' work-life balance, offer vacation time, and provide 
additional wellness benefits can retain their top talent and prevent high turnover rates. 
 In conclusion, changing jobs is a complex decision, and there are several reasons that can influence it. 
Employers must reassess their strategies and initiatives to attract and retain top talent, and employees should 
evaluate their own career goals and personal values to make the most informed decisions. By understanding 
the reasons behind job changes, organizations can better meet the expectations of their employees and provide 
a healthy, productive, and supportive work environment. 

  �Mi =9و �� !-6�� ا���ا�� ا��H ���� ا��س ���Dون وظ� ��س �D. ھ�ك ا���Rا�� �R��� HRا�� ��KRب ا����.R%&ا �R/أ �R6-! ھ�Rون وظ�R�
H��-!. �29 :�ص ا���� :H دورھ! ا�;R<را�-! وإ��R-� ���R7�  !R-� B�KR� ة�R�� :�Rص ����.;k ا���ظ�6ن  � ً.�E . �R*و FR<د أ�R6ا� ��RP إذا

 ��K;ا���2! و� U2�� دور أ:)� ��:� �F ا�J�رة � k;.�� ا����B أن �: ، ���را�Fإ�U /� >��ه ا�(H�I أو ا��-�H: H وظ�F�6 ا�;-�.  
ة  RR�;وا� �RRا��� ��RR  �(RR:ازن أ�RR� URRإ� �RR��e ھ�RR ا�;RRص ��2ظIRRP&ا �RR��D�� �RRMآ Q.RR% . ��RR�� RR8م ا���RR�  ن�RR6ا���ظ ��)RR� RR� RRً.�E

��ا�-�ن اH: �ً��M ا���ازن  �� ا���� وا�;�ة . �R��HR: �YfR ا��- �R9 R�� ، �RJ�Yت ا��R9ا��� UR2�ظ R6;ا� � ��R*و ���Rا�� URا إ�#Rدي ھf� �9 UR2�
م�� ا���� وا�;�ة. ر:ھ-!  (�� �  ً�;* �  ُ�� أو ��از>ً� �ً��� :�ص ��:� ��وً� ��>ً أو ��.;k ا&:�اد  �9 . ��#Rا� �Rب ا���;R*& �R���

R:N  ظR6�/�ا ، ��:R8إ ��;R* R�زة ، و�RJ���ن �,اR�n� Rً�9ن و�R8���ة ���Rظ�6-! ، وR�;وا� �Rا��� ��R  ازن�R�2� �R�)� ��Rاھ.-! ���;�ن ا&و��
  .و��0 ����ت ا��وران ا������6
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  FR�2� �Yf� أن ����م ، ��� ����D ا��ظ�e �9ارًا ��Jً�ا ، وھ�ك ��ة أ%.ب �Iا� H: . !-�دة ��R�J! ا%��Rا����R�ب ا����R إ;R*أ UR2� QR��
�U2 ا���Rظ�6� ��R�J! أھR�ا:-! ا��-���R وا Q��رةو�.درا�-! ��#ب أ:)� ا���اھQ وا�/�6ظ  - ، و��R%ا �R�	&ارات ا�RJذ ا�RI�� ���RI)ا� !�RJ� .

 �Rو���� ��;R* �R�� �RX�  ��:�Rو� �(R:أ ��)R  R-�6ت ��ظR�9�� �R�.2� تK%f�2� ����� �Mل :-! ا&%.ب ا����� وراء ا�����Dات ا��ظ���6 ، �
���  .ودا

The advantages and Disadvantages of Voluntary  work 
  
 Voluntary  work is a great way to help the community, gain valuable work experience, and meet new 
people.  
 One of the biggest advantages is the opportunity to make a difference in people's lives and contribute 
to help people. Voluntary  work can also help you develop new skills and gain workplace experience 
that may lead to career opportunities  or improve your CV.  
 However, there are also some negative effects. Voluntary  work can be time-wasting, limiting your 
ability to earn money or spend time on other activities. In addition, some volunteer opportunities may 
require certain physical or emotional effort, making them difficult for everyone.  
 
 It's important to consider these factors before committing yourself to voluntary work. Finally, while 
volunteering has many benefits, it should be approached with care and consideration for your overall 
well-being. 

H�ت ا���� ا���7X�%و �  �,ا
ص ��د  IPأ U2�ب M.�ة ��� ���9 ، وا����ف K�	ة  ا�����0 ، وا��K�� ھ� و%��2 را��� H�  .ا���� ا���7
ة   �/ H: ���D� اث�ا��6*� ?/ Hھ �ھ�� :H 9)�� >.��2إ/�ى أ	.� ا��,اKس وا���� . ا���R7� UR2� (ًR���ك ا���R7ع أKR�� أن R���

� %���\ ا�#ا����K;� أو H6م ا��ظ��Jا�� Uدي إ�f� �9 ن ا������ H: ة�.M بK�	ة وا��رات ��-�.  
  �d ا���ا>Q ا�2K.�� ا��;���2  (ً���ً ، . و�0 ذ�\ ، ھ�ك أ�Rط Rً�9و H��R7ا�� �Rق ا����D�K�� أن ��� UR2�� R9�ر�\ R� �R;� �R9 R��

ط ��6	�R�.ة ، . 	QK ا���M أو 9)ء ا��H: =9 أ>(�7 أ�Mى��� أو �K� رات8:� إ�U ذ�\ ، 9� ��d�  Q27 :�ص ا���7ع ا%���? 
�U2 ا����0 �.�* -2��� ��.  

���7ع  R  ��� ا��-! أن ���6 ��2ً :H ھ#ه ا���ا�� 9.� أن ��2,م  (�� 	� .R���  ، �R���HR: QR ا��- ، �Rا��6ا� �R� �R��������0R ا���R7ع   
��ة ��:ھ��\ ا����� و��ا��  F�� �� .ا���

  
Studying Academic or Vocational Courses 

 
Learning in universities is very important for us either academic courses or vocational courses.  
Academic courses focus primarily on theoretical knowledge, helping students develop critical thinking 
and problem-solving abilities that are necessary in various fields.  
On the other hand, vocational courses provide practical training and skills that are specific to certain 
industries. Both types have their benefits, so if you're someone who enjoys studying new ideas and 
challenging concepts, academic courses is the best for you. But if you prefer more practical experience 
with specific tools or machines, vocational training may be a more suitable option.  
 
Finally, we should choose the suitable course of study to get success. 

 
 

9ت ا�	د���� او ا��-���Kدرا%� ا�� 
 ً ام �-�����ت �-! ��ا �� %�اء أ	ن أ	د���R.     ا��را%� :H ا���cا�� �R:ا���� UR2�م ا&ول RJا�� H: ����ت ا&	د��Iا�� ,	�� ، �

���7�� ا�����6 ا��J�ي وا�J�رة �U2 /� ا��(��ت ا�)�ور�� :H ا����ت ا������ U2��� ا��7ب K� �� .  
�R���� ت�R��  �R*Iا� �R�2رات ا���R-ا�� !R2و�� Rً�2�� ً.�/�� أ�Mى ، ��:� ا��ورات ا��-��R� �R�ر< �� . R�-� pا��R.ا� �R� ����Rا�� �R	

������Kن  �%��)R  \R� �.R أ:�(R:�ا��، :Gذا 	�= ���� ����� .  �را%� ا&:�ر ا�����ة وا��6ھ�! ا���.� ، :J� ���ن ا��ورات ا&	دRو��
رًا أ	�� ��ء���M H�-ا�� Q����ن ا���ر �J: ،ت�iة ا�����2 �0 ا&دوات أو ا�.Iا� �� ��  . إذا 	�= �6)� ا��,

�� Q%ر ا���ل ا��را%H ا�����Mا ��2� Q�� ، ��  .H:B��< H ا��-
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